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  Abstract  
 
The dissertation Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew: Accents as Prosody (2017) interprets Tiberian 
‘accents’ as speech prosody marking. Traditionally, they are explained as signs for accenting, singing 
or syntax. But only some were placed on accents. They do not map well to music which has been 
shaped by local traditions more than the mark-up. Syntactic interpretation is based on dividing marks 
but many diverse marks link, no links lead outside of verses, some words have two different marks and 
simple verses often miss stronger dividers. Interpreting them as prosody explains why they gravitated 
to accent positions; why different musical renditions developed; why they often agree with syntax and 
sometimes they do not. 
 
First a general concept of prosody units is put forward. This is applied to Masoretic Hebrew and the 
focus turns to intonation. The previous dissertation Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew (2011) analyzed 
siluq, atnach, segolta, zaqeph, revia (also mugrash, and establishing garsha as a unit), geresh, 
gershayim, tevir, mercha (also kphula), tiphcha, tarcha and dechi. The 2017 dissertation analyzed (from 
printed editions, manuscripts and software made by the author) ole veYored, darga, pazer, qadma, 

pashta, mayela, mahpach, jetiv, shalshelet, munach, iluy, galgal, atnach haphuch, zarqa (tsinor), 
tsinorit (and metsunar versions), telisha (including qarne fara) and all legarme versions including 
coincidences. The 2011 treatment aiming at intonations called ‘accents’ melodemes and distinguished 
phrasal melodemes that conclude and may change intonation, and intonational melodemes that fill the 
phrases with pieces of intonation. The 2017 dissertation takes that concept up and tests if the 
melodemes connect to meaningful intonation contours. It sets up a five-degree stave that is non-linear 
(sensitive to extremes) and assigns pieces of contour to each melodeme. Phrasal melodemes obtain 
usual pitch position and movement. Some melodemes distinguish rhythm or length but mostly it is 
only intonation what defines. 
 
Selected excerpts are analyzed as melodeme configurations to see if they affect meaning and how. 
Three doubly marked passages (two Decalogues) are analyzed graphically to see how one set of 
contours differ from the other one. Another text, recorded in the marking subsystem used in Psalms, 
Proverbs and Job (as Psalm 18) and also in the majority marking subsystem (in 2 Samuel 22) is 
analyzed for differences in the markings. The contours, though not alike, are visibly similar enough to 
support the concept of melodemes having their own intonations, only used differently in the two 
subsystems. The values being symbolic degrees of increase can calculate mean. Another software by 
the author analyzed the participants of the Book of Job for mean values, standard deviations and 
variation coefficients. Each of the nine speakers show slightly distinct characteristics. The same 
program applied on Jonah showed not so significant differences between poetry (Jon. 2) and prose. It is 
also less probable that recommended prosody would distinguish genres even if it cared to make 
difference between speakers or emotions. 
 
The research demonstrated ‘accent’ marks interpreted as melodemes join in long contours visually 
appearing compatible with meaning or emotions. Additional tests should be acoustical and statistical. 
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